


Monochromatic - background color may
change. To be used on dark backgrounds
exclusively.

This logo represents EpiCARE and should be used in all communication / presentation. 
It can be paired with the ERN / co-funded by the EU logo:

Graphic identity

Colours

#9A9699

#9bb3cd#495278

#e06831

Logos

Colors should be stricly respected:
orange: #C7600D
blue: #505984 
gray : #A2BAD3

#2E95BC

#CE6300

Logo Website

This format can be used without the
name only when a round image is
needed

The logo is not to be altered of deformed in any way. It must appear exactly as shown:
the elements, proportions and relationships must not change, and it should not be
presented in any orientation other than horizontally. The colors codes showed above
must be respected. 

Provide at least as much clear space
around the logo as displayed above. This
helps our logo appear clearly.



Fonts

Noto Sans Nunito

These fonts can be downloaded on fonts.google.com, but they are available on all the
main text editors and websites. They should not be mixed in the same document.
Nunito is used on the website, Manrope for the newsletter and Noto Sans for other
communications. If neither font is available, Arial is the replacement. 

Manrope

Other

EpiCARE is written in uppercase for the first letter and "care".

The website should be linked when EpiCARE is mentioned : epi-care.eu.

When you mention EpiCARE in an event, on a paper, during a conference or workshop,
please let the coordination team know.

If you have any question regarding EpiCARE's graphic identity or logo use or any
communication topic, please do not hesitate to contact Anne, Communication manager:
a.robert@epi-care.eu

These colors can be used for titles and highlights in presentations. We recommand to
use no more than 2 colors, to keep the presentations clear and easy to read. Text
should always be in black or dark blue, on a white background. 

On the website, hypertext links should be in orange and underlined.


